Ada | Adopted in 2020

“Anyone who welcomes a little child like this on my behalf
welcomes me, and anyone who welcomes me welcomes not
only me but also my Father who sent me.”
MA RK 9 : 37 N LT

Margaret | Adopted in 2020
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Our Mission
We raise funds for adoption because no child should be without a parent.
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Who We Are
We are a group of men and women who care for sons and daughters. At this moment, we have a very lean staff and
are mostly volunteer-based with an amazing group of volunteer board members.
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Financial Report

What We Do
Raise the Dough is a non-profit organization on mission to raise funds for adoption.
We’re a 501c3 (tax exempt) non-profit who receives gifts from friends, families, impact businesses, and private
foundations. These gifts enable us to prepare gifts to be distributed to families we partner with as they have
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Families Supported in 2020
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Homecomings

financial needs incurred in pursuing the adoption of children into their homes.

How We Do It
We have partnered with Lifesong for Orphans to provide an application process to determine who we might
help and to assess just how much financial assistance to offer. Those funds are held between Raise the Dough
and Lifesong until the awarded families provide proof of adoption-related expenses where we then make
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Looking Forward

disbursements to help them shoulder those costs. We rely on the grassroots support of family and friends to make
this happen, so please receive that invitation to help us help them.

Why We Do It
Perhaps the final line in our mission statement can answer that… We raise funds for adoption because no child
should be without a parent.
Adoption is expensive. The average adoption we have supported comes at a $35,000 price tag. That is real money.
In fact, it’s real enough that it keeps many families from pursuing this calling. So, we have decided to help facilitate
gifting to reduce or eliminate that burden and help to ensure that all children up for adoption can ultimately be
adopted.

@RaisetheDoughInc

@rtd4adoption

RAISETHEDOUGH.ORG

Count Your Blessings

Tobe Forshtay
Founder

A Letter from Our Founder, Tobias Forshtay

I love this time of the year, taking a

end. As the news of COVID began to hit the airwaves, we

look back over the past 12 months

communicated a vision in our 2019 Annual Report, projecting

and writing our annual report. It’s

our desire to host some amazing events and to see giving

a testimony to God’s goodness. It

surpass our 2019 levels by nearly 40%. Well… that didn’t

gives us a tangible way to count

happen. Not only did we have to pivot from an in-person

his blessings, share them with you

experience to a virtual, but donations given to Raise the

all, and invite you to see where He

Dough were indeed down roughly 23% from 2019 levels,

might be leading us in the weeks

falling short of our 2020 projections by nearly 60%.

and months ahead. The look-back

is almost like putting on the old family VHS and recalling

Despite the shortfall, God remains faithful to our non-profit.

sweet and challenging moments, but truly counting the

Not only did he supply for our every need, but the total

blessings of God.

funds brought in to our organization this year, including
gifts from our Lifesong for Orphans partnership, were $10K

Yes, 2020 brought with it a host of challenges, but the honest

greater than the funds brought in during 2019. In 2020, we

truth is… there were some amazing blessings experienced

not only received enough impact business gifts to fund our

over the year. It might be challenging to write them all out,

operations, we officially transitioned to becoming a 100%

but here’s a snapshot of ways we recognize God’s blessing in

giving organization. What that means is… we had enough

2020…

Impact Business gifts to fund our operations at 100%. Because

• We celebrated 5 new partnerships with families

of that generosity, we can boldly advertise that every dollar

deciding to pursue adoption.

given to Raise the Dough will go directly to a family pursuing

• We shared in the joy of seeing 4 more adoption

adoption. (Go ahead, do a visible fist pump and create a scene

homecomings this year.

as you read this… that will give you an opportunity to share

• We awarded $57.7K to families pursuing adoption.
• We celebrated the launch of an amazing
partnership with Lifesong for Orphans.

this amazing news with the people sitting next to you, who
now think you might be a little crazy.)
As mentioned above, we finished the year giving away over

• In light of that partnership, we saw an additional

$50K to families adopting, and we still have some fuel in our

$41,445 given directly to RTD families.

tank.

In 2020, we not only
received enough gifts
from impact businesses
to fund our operations, we
officially transitioned from
an 80/20 organization to
becoming a 100% giving
organization.
He remains faithful to our non-profit.

• We held our first ever virtual event, partnering with
Pulse FM to host the Sons & Daughters Festival.

Thank you for taking the time to read through this Annual

• Our Impact Business launch was a huge success.

Report. We do hope that as you finish reading this report, you

• We began pursuing ECFA accreditation in order to
join Christian Alliance for Orphans (CAFO).
If you haven’t heard it from us lately, THANK YOU! Many of
those blessings are the direct result of your faithfulness to
live our out motto of Pray. Support. Adopt. You build us up
with your participation in this ministry. Thank you!
It is true, we felt the effects of the pandemic on our financial

6
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will be impacted in three very real ways; (1) you should have
a newfound awareness of what it is we’re doing at Raise the
Dough, (2) your passion to support us will increase, and (3)
you will receive an invitation to get even more involved in
2021.
Rejoice always. Pray continually. Give thanks in all
circumstances. (1 Thessalonians 5:16-18a)
May God bless you in 2021!

Tobe Forshtay

Pray. Support. Adopt.
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Lifesong Partnership

“Just as our bodies have many parts and each part has a special
function, so it is with Christ’s body. We are many parts of one
body, and we all belong to each other.”
ROMA N S 12 : 4- 5 N LT

Rich Metcalfe
Program Director

A Letter from Lifesong’s Program Director, Rich Metcalfe

2020! There are plenty of

Adoptive families have also been impacted with countries

emotions raised by that

closing their borders, travel being restricted, fundraising

combination of just 2 digits!

events canceled etc, etc and yet we have been blessed to

2020 – COVID, lockdown, illness,

serve almost 600 new families in 2020 to help move over 620

loss - of liberty - of loved ones - of

children closer to being forever sons and daughters. They

employment, stay at home orders,

are amazing realities to consider but we could not do that

missing time with family, holidays

alone. Our adoption fund partners, like Raise the Dough,

alone, zoom meetings, distance

play an invaluable part in supporting those families. North

learning, the list goes on… Then

Central Indiana is often a difficult area of the country for

there is all the political unrest,

Lifesong to find financial support for Christian families who

“fake news”, social media overreach, racial and social unrest,

are obediently answering the call to adopt. Yet we are seeing

again the list goes on…

that change… over the past year, Raise the Dough has helped
5 families adopt children from Liberia, Haiti and the USA.

At Lifesong, as we look back at 2020, we see clearly that it has

They have disbursed $5,000, committed a further $18,000 in

been a year of God once again proving Himself faithful and

matching grants and have helped their families raise over

sovereign. Have there been difficulties, tragedy and pain?

$37,000 towards the cost of their adoptions. With the Raise

Yes, indeed! But God has shown Himself to be the One who

the Dough partnership with Lifesong, each family has a free

said, “My purpose will stand, and I will do all that I please”

crowdfunding platform, each donor receives a tax receipt,

Isaiah 46:10, and of whom the psalmist wrote, “Of old you laid

100% of the money given goes directly to the adoptive family’s

the foundations of the earth, and the heavens the work of

needs and none of it counts as income for the family. It’s a

your hands. They will perish, but you will remain; they will

partnership for which Lifesong is eternally grateful.

all wear out like a garment. You will change them like a robe,
RAISETHEDOUGH.ORG

LIFESONG.ORG

and they will pass away, but you are the same, and your years

We invite you to celebrate all that the Lord is doing through

have no end” Psalm 102:25-27

the amazing team and families at Raise the Dough and
encourage you to come alongside them in 2021. Lord willing

“My purpose will stand, and I

we will see over 600 families move forward in adoption next

will do all that I please”

year and we’d love to see Raise the Dough instrumental in 10-

I S AI AH 46 :1 0

20 new family’s adoption journey. Please pray about how the
Lord can use you to help change more orphans to sons and

Throughout 2020 we have seen that orphans and the

daughters.

vulnerable have been oppressed, forgotten and abused
in almost every country of the world, but through our

LIFESONG.ORG

missionaries and in-country staff we have been able to
provide over 1.5 million extra meals and each of those meals
Brandon & Mila | Adopted in 2019

have provided Gospel opportunities. We have seen new
relationships formed, new opportunities to see and meet
practical needs taken and the love of Jesus transforming dark
places. The Church of Christ has been active!

8
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National Doughnut Day

The Tools of Our Mission

In 2020, we took a different approach to National Doughnut

for adoption).

Day. Rather than having a “come join us” event, we took

600 Families Campaign
Our 600 Families Campaign is the primary vehicle we wish to

the families we support through Raise the Dough. This

use to fuel adoptions. That call was given in the fall of 2019

enables us to partner with families pursuing adoption, and

and each year that clock will reset on December 31. What

gives us the capacity to help offset the egregious costs that

this requires is that 600 families stand with us every year,

accompany this calling.

the delicious holiday to doughnut shops from north central

Thanks again to those partnering doughnut shops:

Indiana all the way to Columbus, Ohio. Doughnut shop

Rise‘n Roll, Dunkin of Warsaw, Dutch Maid Bakery,

owners fell in love with our mission and agreed to share

Peace, Love & Little Donuts, Schneider’s Bakery, Jack’s

our message through placing stickers on boxes of treats

Donuts

sold throughout the holiday. Many of those shops were
stirred by our passion and some received gifts for Raise the
Dough. We wanted them to do what they do best (make the

navigating over to our website, and committing a monthly

doughnuts) so that we might do what we do best (raise funds

Who will join us this year? National Doughnut Day is the first
Friday in June, falling this year on June 4th. Save the date,
and get ready to make some noise for adoption.

reoccurring or an annual gift on our 600 Families page. We

Thank you to those who signed on to support us in 2020.

encourage gifts of $15.50/month or $185/year, but with any gift

Now that the new year is upon us, you will no longer see your

you make on our 600 Families page, you will be recognized as

name on our website, so please join us and claim your spot

Impact Businesses

a family supporting adoption.

in the campaign for 2021 at 600families.org or find it through

As announced in our 2019 Annual Report, we adopted an

initiative in 2020, and thanks to the generous donations

our donate button at raisethedough.org

operational strategy from our ministry partner, Lifesong

of these organizations, we are indeed a 100% giving

for Orphans, and communicated a desire to leverage the

organization.

Keep in mind, 100% of those funds are given directly to

Join us in saying Yes! to supporting adoption!

Sons & Daughters Festival
We missed seeing you all this year for what would have been

at Blue River Digital. We had a night full of incredible guests

our second Sons & Daughters Festival, hosted LIVE from

(see below) who share our passion for orphan care. They

Winona Lake, Indiana. Although we had to pivot, we were

shared personal testimonies, gave charges to live on-mission,

truly blessed to do things a little differently. Disappointment

shared about the life saving work of Jesus, and led us to have

could have held us hostage, but we had some amazing

such a worshipful experience. Thanks once again to each of

partners step up to help us produce and host a fantastic

you!

virtual event. The goal was to hit families and small groups
in their homes with testimonies of God’s goodness, to

Whether you saw it live or missed us, we invite you to view

give a charge for living on-mission, and to spend time just

that event at sonsanddaughtersfestival.com.

worshiping the Lord. …and that happened.

Impact Business designation for organizations supporting
our mission. A key function would be covering the cost of

We have three different designations for our impact

our operations and enabling us to become a 100% giving

businesses. If you are curious to learn how you might

organization (every dollar that is received goes directly to

participate as one of those impact businesses,

a family pursuing adoption). It is with great joy that we

click the ‘Learn More’ button at raisethedough.org/donate

can announce a successful launch of our Impact Business

and make your desires known.

Churches

Businesses

Christ’s Covenant Church

Life and Home in Michiana

Warsaw Community Church

Clearwater Car Wash
Cultivate Consulting, LLC
Johnson & Johnson

We are making plans to be in-person for 2021 with Mark

Our virtual event was a huge success, largely because of the

Schultz and others. Grab your calendar and be sure to

amazing partnership with Pulse FM and our marketing team

SAVE THE DATE – Friday, September 17, 2021. Location TBD.

Doughnut Shops

Kosciusko County Community Foundation
Empty Shelves
Joni Zook/Realtor – Our Homes Real Estate

Mark Schultz

(2) Anonymous

Roman Family

Raise the Dough Webstore!
Rich Metcalfe

We are thrilled to announce the launch of our webstore.
For those of you who will don the iconic RTD t-shirt, sip
your morning joe from a custom Raise the Dough mug, or

Mark Artrip

Mac Powell

want to show some Mud Love to our mission with a unique
bracelet, please make your way on over to our store.

Jeremy Byng
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Financial Report

$112,591
in Gifts Received

5 Families Supported
$57,700
in Gifts Given to Families

+ $41,445
Given to our families through
our Lifesong partnership!

We have now given over
$181,000 to 35 families
pursuing adoption.

RTD Gifts

It’s amazing to consider just how generous you all have been
with our non-profit over the years. We are overjoyed to report
that we have now given over $181,000 to 35 families pursuing
adoption. That is far greater than we ever imagined when
launching this non-profit in the spring of 2015. That gifting
equates to approximately $5,100 to every family we support.

Total Gifts Given (including LSFO Partnership Gifts)

Year

Budget

Actual

Difference

2020

$256,000

$154,037*

-40%

2019

$152,069

$145,700

-4.2%

2018

$70,000

$71,387

2.0%

2017

*2020 Actual giving showing both gifts made to Raise the Dough
$112,592, as well as gifts made directly to families through our Lifesong
partnership $41,445.

Some have received more and others less, depending on a
few variables, particularly the needs of the family and the

While that shortfall may have put most organizations in

generosity of donors at that time.

jeopardy of continuing on, we were actually met with less of

Olivia, Mitchell, Bennett | Adopted in 2020

Each new year brings with it a challenge to forecast and
budget what our impact might be for the next twelve months.
Every year we pause to pray over a giving goal and make our
budget according to that amount. It’s extremely challenging
as we really have no certainty on how people will decide to

12
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$35,215

a demand on donations to families, we cut our operational
budget by over 50% and found that God provided for every
invoice we had this year, fully meeting our financial
obligations and allowing us to close out 2020 with a positive
balance in our account.

give to our organization. Thankfully, however, God has been

Yes, perhaps we run a bit too lean. We have been dependent

meeting us at near exact matches year by year. When looking

on a lot of volunteer support over the years, and that enables

at this giving table, you can see that we’ve been within a few

us to operate with little overhead. So once again, THANK

percentage points of our budgeted giving in 18 and 19, but we

YOU to our many faithful volunteers. Even when financial

felt a tremendous shortfall in 2020. We fell short of our giving

hardships come, you enable us to pivot and support our

projection by 40% this past year.

families well.

Pray. Support. Adopt.
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Jordan & Shelbi (Second Supported Adoption)

Families Supported in 2020
WOW, look who chose to accept God’s calling to adopt in 2020! We thank these incredible families
for welcoming sons and daughters into your homes! We are genuinely grateful to have been able to
support these families this passed year. Not taking away from that in any way, we recognize that the
challenge in looking over 2020 is that five families is ten fewer than we had prayed for. Thankfully, this
was not due to a lack of ability on the part of our organization. In fact, we were able to approve of every

Brad & Ashley

application that we received. What that means is that overall applications were significantly down this
year, but that was not only to Raise the Dough.
We have come to learn that our experience was indicative of the global adoption story in 2020.
Adoptions as a whole have been on the decline. U.S. families adopting children internationally
especially have been on a downward trend since the mid-2000’s. With the current trends and events
impacting our world, like we saw this year, it is easy to understand why we have received less

Joel & Becky

applications in 2020. Please continue to pray with us for God to stir the hearts of many to adopt within
and outside our boarders.
Thanks again to our 2020 Families.
Pray for them!

Stephen & Brandilyn

Dan & Grace (Second Supported Adoption)

14
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These homecoming celebrations are evidence of completed journeys.
Join us in celebrating these children being welcomed into their forever families.

Zach

Jordan & Shelbi | Anaya

16
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Darline | Adopted in 2019

Zach & Amie | Waldo

Grady

Waldo | Adopted in 2020

Dan & Grace | Ada

Reed

Amy

Brad & Ashley | Caroline & Pearl

Pray. Support. Adopt.
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did God want to bless us with one child but

We had A LOT of things to make happen in order

TWO! We flew down for the 20-week ultra-sound

for us to get to Texas in 48 hours. Not only were

to meet the mother and to begin building a

we working with a short window of time, but we

closer relationship with her and that’s when we

had to make it all happen during a world-wide

found out we were expecting twin girls! To say

pandemic. We had so much fear and anxiety.

we were excited was an understatement! It had

We were literally uprooting our lives and

always been a dream of Ashley’s to be a mother

leaving. We didn’t know how or when we would

to twins. We flew home that weekend smiling

return home, but God had it.

at God’s faithfulness to us. We also jumped right
to preparing for their arrival set for October 19,

We had such an outpouring of love from family

2020.

and friends and we hit the road on June 30th.
We arrived in Lubbock the next day to meet

June 28, 2020 is a day we will never forget.

our girls for the first time. The NICU part of our

We were in the middle of our outdoor church

journey could be a book in itself. We spent 110

service when we got an unexpected text

days inside the NICU at University Medical

message from the birth mom. She was on her

Center. We rode every type of emotional roller

way to the emergency room because something

coaster you could imagine. We made it home

felt wrong. We felt our hearts drop! She was

on their original due date, October 19, 2020!

only 24 weeks pregnant so this could mean

With the amazing generosity of community

something serious. We stayed in touch with

members, we were able to fly home in less than

her throughout the day and by evening we got

3 hours and begin the process of becoming

word that she was dilated 4cm and that it was

a family for the very first time. Caroline and

extremely likely that the girls would be born.

Pearl are both doing great! They are now 9 and

The doctors and nurses sprang into action! We

10 pounds respectively and mom and dad are

were told that if by some miracle they could

completely in love!

wait until 1am on June 29th before being born,
that there was a higher likelihood they

Family Adoption Story

could save our girls in order to get some

A Letter From Brad & Ashley

steroids in their system to help with lung
function. We prayed ALL day and night
to the point of exhaustion. We woke up

Our adoption journey started out like many do. We were

tabled the idea and began exploring our adoption journey.

having trouble having biological children and were asking

18

at 5:30am to their birth mom hysterically
saying she was on her way to delivery.
She was so scared, but we assured her

God for direction daily. We took all the “normal” steps from

More quickly than most adoption journeys, we made the

making sure there was nothing medically that could or

that everything was going to work out

decision to adopt and were matched with an expectant

should be done and like many who find themselves in an

just fine. It wasn’t 30 minutes later when

mother in less than 4 months! We finalized our home study

infertility situation, there was nothing wrong. We decided

she called and told us that our beautiful

in December of 2019 and by Mother’s Day weekend in 2020

that 5 years of trying was enough and that maybe God

daughters Caroline Mae and Pearl Elaine

we were matched. We set our search parameters to include

wanted us to pursue fertility treatments in order to fulfill our

had been born. And they were fighting

48 states and did not care whether we adopted a boy or girl.

dream of having a family. However, after a night of purposeful

for their lives. Now it was gut-check time

To our surprise, we were told our journey would take us to

prayer, the decision did not set well with either of us. So, we

for Ashley and I.

Lubbock, Texas where we would soon discover that not only

2020 Annual Report
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Our Board & Staff
Thank You, Renita
One of the greatest blessings of 2020 will always be that

“It has been a joy and an honor to work with the team

Renita Weaver chose to serve our organization as our

at Raise the Dough for the past year. Not only was I

Manager of Operations. She faithfully kept her eyes and

able to work with a great team, but I loved the bigger

ears over all aspects of our business, maintaining our books,

mission of raising funds for families whom God has

serving our families, and giving us confidence to forge new

given a heart to open their homes to welcome those

relationships that helped increase our effectiveness in this

who were not born into a biological forever-family. I

ministry.

was often struck with how God has done that exact
thing for me by welcoming me into His family and
In 2020, the Weaver family went

making me His child. What an amazing privilege to

though a few changes, including

help serve in a small capacity to share that glorious

a move across the country, and in

picture! While moving to Arizona to be with my

that transition, Renita requested

husband ends my “job” with Raise the Dough, it

a release from her role at Raise

certainly does not end my support of them.”

Proximity

A Letter From Our Board Member, Brandon Schmitt

There is power in proximity. This is a lesson my family and

little of what it means to be in close proximity to the hearts

I have learned intimately over the last 7 years as the Lord

and worlds of the broken through adoption. Getting close to

has led us into the hearts of kids from hard places. In 2015,

the hearts of the broken has brought us closer to the heart of

Once again, we wanted to say THANK YOU Renita! If you

we brought 8-year-old Yohannes home from Ethiopia. The

the Father. There is no better place to be!

that transition, Renita was given a chance to work in close

wish to extend a thank you message to Renita, you may do so

Lord then led us to bring Wendy home from Colombia in 2016.

proximity with her husband. We were indeed sad to see her

directly with her, or you’re welcome to send that message to

The intimate proximity of children from hard places being

Being close to Yohannes and Wendy has also taught our two

depart, but we sent her off with a blessing. Here are a few

her through info@raisethedough.org.

grafted into our family has given us an understanding of our

biological children lessons that we could have never taught

Heavenly Father’s heart that we could never have gained any

them on our own. It is interesting. One of my fears before

other way.

we adopted the first time was that adoption would “mess up”

the Dough. She was sought out
by another organization, and in

words from Renita…
Thanks!

what we already had as a family. I couldn’t have been more

Thank You, Board Members
Thank you to our board of directors for giving of your time,
talents, and treasures over the years. You have blessed this
organization and have served well. We look forward to seeing
how God uses you to increase our effectiveness in 2021.
Please pray over these individuals and their families, asking
God to give them vision, wisdom, and patience to walk
through the challenges we’ll face on this road ahead.

In Ephesians, Paul proclaims, “God decided in advance

wrong. Jesus said, “If you cling to your life, you will lose it; but

to adopt us into his own family by bringing us to himself

if you give up your life for me, you will find it” (Matthew 10:39).

through Jesus Christ” (1:5, NLT). Our Father’s heart had

It is true! We have found life like we have never had it before.

compassion on us when we were outside His family. He

2021 Board Members
Tobe Forshtay, President
Art Woodruff, Vice President
Brian Catron, Treasurer
Marla Schlatter, Secretary
Brandon Schmitt
Thanks also to our outgoing board members for serving us
faithfully over the years.

Neena Burgher, Emily Brenneman, and Kyle Alcorn

sent His Son into the world so that He could adopt us as His

I love being on the board at Raise the Dough (RTD). It gives me

very own children. Because of Jesus, we can call the God

the chance to help others like we have been helped along our

of creation our Father. We are no longer Fatherless! What a

journey of proximity to the broken-hearted. While RTD helps

picture of God’s love, mercy, and grace our family has gained

ease the financial burden for families by providing adoption

by getting to call Wendy and Yohannes our children; by being

grants, we also wrap around families by bathing them in

in close proximity to their hearts! The power of proximity is

prayer as they navigate the turbulent waters of adoption.

also displayed in Jesus’s coming to earth to be the Savior of

Most importantly, serving at RTD allows me to point others

the world. John 1:14 says, “So the Word became human and

to God’s heart for the broken and fatherless. I encourage you

made his dwelling among us. He was full of unfailing love

to experience the power of proximity by following Jesus into

and faithfulness.” The God of the universe emptied Himself

brokenness. The Lord will bring you life like you have never

of “His divine privileges…and was born as a human being”

had it before!

(Philippians 2:7). As imitators of Christ, then, we have seen a

20
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Looking Forward

Our Vision for 2021
It feels a little intimidating to cast a vision for the year,
particularly after last. We have a few goals indeed, but these

15 Families
to support

Share Jesus

A Closing Word From Our Founder, Tobias Forshtay

are not goals that we can just roll our sleeves up and make

What will we remember when we look back over these days?

happen on our own. So, perhaps we’ll continue the vision

What stories will we share with those we love? One thing is

section of this report much like what was done in 2020,

for sure, we have been reacquainted with the brevity of life.

and we’ll open with a call to Pray More! That is a goal of

To say it another way…

ourselves, but it is a call for you to join us. Pray that we would
be sensitive to the way God is moving this year and that we
would respond in confidence and resolve as He leads. Here’s
what we’re asking of Him at this time:

600 Donors
to donate +$185/year

giving organization.

“My plans are not yours… they are far higher”

Life. Is. Brief.

ISA IA H 5 5 :8-9

We are here for a very brief moment. In fact, as it says in
God’s word, in the book of James… life is like a vapor. It

Whether this is exaggerated by a pandemic, or illuminated by

26 Impact
Businesses
to partner with us

1 T H ESSA LON IA N S 5 :16-18

“Be joyful in hope, patient in affliction, and
faithful in prayer”

Give Away $120,000 - We desire to bless our supported

2 Events

ROMA N S 12:12

These are the words I want to share. These are the

year. We haven’t been found (much) on social media, we

statements that I want to fall from my lips or to make their

withheld sending newsletters, and we made a conscious

way to the social channels. If time really is short… if life is but

choice to communicate less this past year. That decision

a vapor… what will we choose to share with others? What will

was met with criticism by some, but as I already said, it was a

you share this year?
“…choose for yourselves this day whom you will serve…

Yet… Communication is important. Words matter. Amen?
As I share some closing comments with you all, I think there
may be some wisdom in considering what we’re talking about
and sharing as the ever-precious minutes of life tick away. I

but as for me and my house, we will serve the Lord.”
JOSHUA 24 :15

Share Jesus. That’s it. Share words that matter. …Jesus came
to seek and to save the lost.

anticipated difficulties encountered on the road ahead, we

have a renewed confidence in the saving work of my Lord

I once was lost, but now I’m found. In fact, I was once blind,

are going to prayerfully put hand to plow and ask God to bring

and Savior, Jesus Christ. In fact, I’ve never found His words to

but now I see.

these desires to life in 2021. Would you join us in this?

be more sweet to my ears. I have 2020 to truly thank for that.
My confidence is built on passages much like these:

$120,000

be given to our families

“For I know the plans I have for you, declares
the Lord”
J E RE M IAH 2 9: 1 1
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for you in Christ Jesus”

I recognize that I’ve been rather quiet throughout the past

conscious choice.

Festival this year.

These feel bold, and a little scary to write down. Despite the

thanks in all circumstances. This is God’s will

reality that time is no respecter of persons.

2 Events in 2021 - host our Doughnut Day, Sons & Daughters

families with a total gift amount of $120,000 this year.

“Rejoice always, pray continually, and give

the personal connection with loss… we are all beholding the

600 Donors - Find all 600 Families to support Raise the Dough

to support our operations, enabling us to operate as a 100%

JEREMIA H 29 :11

As I grow older in my years, I’m unable to shake this truth.

come alongside and support in 2021.

26 Impact Businesses - Prayerfully locate 26 businesses

the Lord”

appears for a very little time and then vanishes (James 4:14).

15 Families - Pray that God would bring us 15 new families to

this year.

“For I know the plans I have for you, declares

2020 Annual Report

There is room at the table for you. Trust me… you are more
loved than you will ever know.
Will you share some good news in 2021? If so, let it be the
good news of the Savior.
Share Jesus.

Pray. Support. Adopt.
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